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Welcome speech
Massimo Midiri | Rector of Palermo University
Roberto Lagalla | Mayor of Palermo Municipality
Fabio Mazzola | Prorector for Internationalization, Palermo University
Michele Cometa | Head of Department Culture e Società, Palermo University
Angelo Mineo | Head of Department of Economics, Business and Statistics, Palermo University

Introduction
Davide Piacentino | Scientific Responsible of SO-UNI Alliance Project for SEAS Department
Valentina Favaro | Scientific Responsible of SO-UNI Alliance Project for Department Culture e Società
Mauro Ferrante | Scientific Responsible of SO-UNI Alliance Project for Department Culture e Società

Chairs
Andrea Cipollini, Mauro Ferrante, Sergio Aiosa | Palermo University

Speakers
Atef Mohd Said Shiyab | Yarmouk University, Jordan
Davide Provenzano | Palermo University, Italy
Emanuela Caravello | Palermo University, Italy
Luca Agnello | Palermo University, Italy
Massimo Limoncelli | Palermo University, Italy
Nadia Mhammi | University Mohammed V of Rabat, Morocco
Patrizia Sardina | Palermo University, Italy
Pietro Pizzuto | Palermo University, Italy
Samir Abdelhafidh | University of Tunis El Manar, Tunisia